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The word “Manifesto” comes from the Italian word of the same spelling, 
meaning "public declaration explaining past actions and announcing the 
motive for forthcoming ones."

Mission statements are crafted to general yet comprehensive. Brands that 
want to set themselves apart will draw a line in the sand. 

A company manifesto is a brief statement(s) that proclaim the company's 
intentions and mission. It can be one short phrase or over a dozen bullet 
points. There are no set rules about creating a manifesto. It is what you want 
to make of it.

Ultimately, creating this written statement about your company provides 
clarity–clarity for those who work within the company, and clarity for 
customers or community members who interact with the company.

According to the Brand Council:

 
“A good corporate manifesto captures the guiding philosophy of 
the organisation. The heart and spirit of the company, the beliefs 
and values of the company, and the aspirations of the company – 
all in an imaginative and inspiring way.

Whereas mission statements are unmemorable and invisible, 
manifestos have energy, they make a declaration, take a stance, 
and stand for something important.

Where mission and vision statements are corporate and cold, a 
manifesto asks for consideration, commitment and contribution – it 
asks people to join in whether employee, stakeholder, supplier or 
customer.

Mission and vision statements are written for the boardroom – 
manifestos are written with the employee and customer in mind 
and at heart.

A good corporate manifesto becomes a blueprint for exemplar 
attitudes and actions, and is a constant reminder of the need to 
‘walk the talk’. It makes it clear to everyone who you are, what you 
stand for, what you do and why you do it. Little 
wonder…manifesto in Latin translates to ‘clear and evident’.
Corporate manifestos are powerful.

The following brand manifestos are taking a step in the right direction.
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